FUTURE LEADERS PROGRAM - Online

Enrolment

SELF

WORKSHOP

OTHERS

ACTION LEARNING

Welcome Preparation

WORKSHOP

Article:
Story-Telling Impact

ACTION LEARNING

Author your leadership story

Conscious noticing

How do you think?

Flex your thinking

Learn how self-talk can impede your
authenticity and how to better manage
it in order to be more congruent in your
leadership approach.

An online diary exercise to document
what you are noticing as a result of
what you have learned.

Learn about your thinking style and
grow your appreciation of diverse
thinking preferences in order to
capitalise on strengths and develop
capability.

Commit to practicing your
least-preferred thinking style and
record the successes and messes as
part of your learning experience.

WORKSHOP
The impact of cognitive bias on you
and others
Learn why cognitive bias has evolved as
part of human brain function and how
to manage it through the principles of
conscious decision-making.

WORKSHOP

IMPACT

Pre-Program
Self-Assessment – HBDI

Attribute Podcast

ACTION LEARNING

WORKSHOP

Attribute Podcast

ACTION LEARNING

Bias interrupted

The neuroscience of mood contagion

Blindspots and bravery

This series of exercises will help uncover
and disrupt your cognitive biases.

Explore the brain science behind mood
contagion and its role in creating a
threat or reward dynamic within a team
culture.

Step into the attribute of Bravery and
ask for feedback. Notice your reaction
as part of the experience.

Attribute Podcast

ACTION LEARNING

Attribute Podcast

WORKSHOP

How do leaders think?

Break the script

The deliberate leader

Explore the type of agile thinking
leaders require and learn about levels
of leadership thinking, and how to apply
them in organisational life.

With support from your learning buddies
and facilitator, you will have three weeks
to work on your leadership project. What
change will you lead in either yourself,
others or the world around you?

What change will you lead in
either yourself, others or the
world around you?

1 X Executive Coaching Session

After being supported by your learning
buddies on your leadership project, this
session provides an opportunity for you
to embrace the leader you want to be in
the world.

